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Teaching the Bible to College Men
An Experiment

JAMES STACY STEVENS, M. Sc.
Dean College Arts and Sciences, University of Maine, Orono

My class is composed of about 40 young men including a
few college instructors. At the beginning of the study of the
present series of lessons in Genesis I asked how many had
experienced difficulties with this part of the Bible, and the
vote was almost unanimous. I then asked how many were
familiar with any method of interpretation other than that which
insists upon the literal truthfulness of the narratives. Rather
less than 25 per cent, responded. The first six Sundays were
devoted largely to the general subject of Biblical interpretation,
entirely, it is needless to add, in a non-technical manner. I then
dictated the following questions, and asked as many as could
to do so to hand in written replies the following Sunday:

1. State the conception held by the writer or writers of the
first part of Genesis, (a) Concerning God; (b) Concerning
Nature.

2. Why were such stories as those of the Fall and the Tower
of Babel written?

3. In what sense are they true?
4. Are they true in their ethical sense?
5. Do these or any other Bible stories appear to contain

any intentional deception?
6. Why were the narratives of miracles and special provi-

dences more common in those times than now?
7. Would the conception of God seem to you more or less

dignified if these stories were literally true? Why?
8. Compare Abraham's call with that of George Washing-

ton and of Abraham Lincoln, and God's dealings with the
Hebrews with his dealings with America.

9. What relation does one's attitude toward these Bible
stories bear to his being a Christian?

10. What do you mean by being a Christian?
Twenty sets of replies to these questions were handed in, and

from these I have selected several which seem to be typical.
1. Regarding the first question it seemed to be the unani-

mous opinion that the writer of the first part of Genesis had a
rather crude notion of the nature and character of God.
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104 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

"He had a human temperament; He could hate as well as love,
and required physical sacrifice rather than mental repentance."

"Nature was constructed and operated by God as seemed best
to Him day by day, and not by any fixed laws."

2. "Stories like those of the Fall and the Tower of Babel
were written to show some one's interpretation of certain con-
ditions or facts known to exist."

"They were written in answer to perplexing questions, such
as the origin of sin."

"The story of the Tower of Babel gives in story form the
experience of every soul."

"It was an easy explanation, to a credulous race, of the
origin of language."

3. "They are true in the sense that they are true to life.
They are stories of what man experiences upon earth."

"We cannot know how true they are in any respect, but they
the entitled to a great deal of consideration, because they were
written by men who thought deeply on such subjects."

"They are true in the same sense that Pilgrim's Progress is
true."

4. It was pretty generally agreed that the story of the
fall was true in an ethical sense, that some of the stories, such
as that of Babel, did not correctly set forth man's relation to God.

5. "I believe the writer gave his honest conviction, and if
he lied there was no intentional deception."

6. "Because of the conception people had of God and their
method of interpreting His dealings with men."

"Physical laws were not so well known."
"Many of the so-called miracles were merely natural phe-

nomena."
7. All the replies to this question indicated that the concep-

tion of God would be less dignified if the early Bible stories
were literally true.

8. "Washington and Lincoln had the same kind of call as
did Abraham, and so do all of us."

"Each felt an adaptability for his work and set about doing
it from a sense of duty."

"That God is directing the affairs of the United States is
unquestionable. To the Hebrew race was entrusted the develop-
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 105

ment of religion; it can hardly be said that the United States
has any particular mission not shared by other nations."

9. The answers to this question indicated that the class
believed that there was no relation whatever between one's
attitude towards these stories and the living of a Christian life.

10. "Being a Christian means accepting Jesus Christ as the
highest and best type of manhood, and endeavoring to follow Li
His steps."

"Being a Christian is the acceptance of the principles laid
down by Jesus Christ as our guide in life, and an effort to live
in accord with them."

"To be a Christian is to live as nearly as possible the life
Jesus would live if He were here to-day."

"By being a Christian we mean ons who believes in God as
a Supreme Being, and has faith in His promises; who believes
in Christ and His teachings; and who desires and earnestly strives
to live a clean, upright, and honest life."

Those who know college students will not need to be told
that these replies are not the memorized assertions of the
teacher. Each question was given thoughtful consideration, and
answered from sincere conviction. It is obvious, however, that
the line of instruction was so mapped out as to lead up to
questions nine and ten. If Bible teachers can help young men
and women, and older ones, too, to be freed from the notion
that the Christian life bears any relation whatever to one's
intellectual attitude concerning the Garden of Eden and the
Tower of Babel, they will in my judgment be doing excellent
service for true religion.
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